Nepal 2013 – Exploring in the Mugu area of Western Nepal
We survived the couple of days in Kathmandu, dodging the scooters, motorbikes,
cycles and drains, sorting out gear and buying extra chocolate. Saroj had got
everything organised. Ram would be our guide. We would meet up with cook,
cook boys, 6 mules, mule man and a local guide on the way later. The LMC team
was small but quality – Roger and myself!
The overnight bus to Nepalgunj is not to be recommended. We were saving on
the air fare. A false economy! From there, we took an internal flight to Jumla
which was not our first choice. We’d wanted to fly to Rara but the airport was
out of commission. So Jumla was the start of the walking. That was to add an
extra four days on the way out, and an extra 5 days on the way back.
Jumla to Gamgadhi is very up and down. From 2500m, the track winds up to the
first pass at just short of 3700m. We had a short day and camped on a wet flat
roof. There were just the three of us – we were expecting the mules and the
others to catch us up on the way. They had all the food! So we were living off
the land, stopping off at places to eat and sleep.

Local accommodation for the first four days.
sweet tea!

Plenty of rice and dhal, with

Gamgadhi was the last big town and the last “hotel” - well it did have a “toilet” (a

hole in the floor) with a long black pipe and cold water for showering, brushing
your teeth, a flexible bidet etc etc. It was also the last chance of wifi and
emails home.
The following morning we met the mules as they detoured around the town. We
were a team at last. Soon we were into the lower reaches of Mugu Karnai Nadi,
the deep river valley dropping down from Mugu where we were headed for. The
river is noisy, powerful and threatening.

Path washed away! Mules had to be unloaded and led around a big untracked
detour while their loads were manhandled across the temporary bridge.

We took four days trekking up the valley, with some very wet weather en route.
There is very little habitation along the way
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Eventually, after a stiff climb, the valley turns northwards and opens out. The
trees thin out and the mountains come into view.

(Photo 4) Mugu village, the last place before Tibet. It is deserted in winter as
the population migrates to lower areas.

Mugu is pretty poor and very run down. Many of the houses are derelict. Only
some limited crops can be grown – cabbages! Rice has to be brought in by mules.

(Photo 5)
statue.

The magnificent golden Buddha of Mugu.

A stunningly beautiful

The area is a very strong Buddhist area – prayer flags and prayer wheels
abound. There is a direct route across the Tibet border at the head of the
valley and trade crosses freely.

The local temple is being refurbished. The artwork is intricate and amazing.
Further up the valley, we turn eastwards steeply though a pretty wood but have
to wait whilst several hundred horses thunder down, having been rounded up by
the local cowboys. We guess they are sold much further afield.

We enjoyed sumptuous lunches! The satellite phone failed us early on.

We arrive to a chilling wind but in clear weather. We are surrounded by striking
peaks, complicated glaciers and large moraines.

Base camp in Koji Khola.
Our mules set off back to pick up some of the supplies left en-route whilst we
settle in and sort out the gear. We reconnoitre the location of our first camp,
up by a lake perched high above the end of the valley. There is a col over to
Tibet, which is supposed to be a trade route. But it looks to be impossible for
pack animals now.

Prayer flags are erected in a simple ceremony to protect us.
There is some interesting wild life. Coming up the valley, we’d seen eagles
hunting the ridges high above the river. On the way out, one day we spotted a
family of monkeys swing around the trees. There were sharp-eyed lizards and

fantastic butterflies.

Grazing grounds for yaks
Time now to load up the sacs with gear and food and leave base camp to set up
our first camp, 5 hours away.

The first camp, looking across to the border with Tibet.

We’ve got gaz stoves from here and lots of favourite food and snacks.

Base camp lies a long way down in the valley.
Setting up the second camp required even more effort. The ground was very
difficult to traverse and Roger took a slip resulting in a badly cut and grazed
arm. We used up plenty of swabs and bandages over the next few days, but
fortunately it healed slowly.

Tortuous scree and moraine is difficult to negotiate with heavy sacs.

We finally get out the crampons and other gear, to move onto the glacier giving
access to the peaks. But the snow was rather heavy and progress slow. Then
the weather changed and we spent two full days as the wind blew spindrift
between the tent and the flysheet. The clouds were down and it wasn’t possible
to venture out.

The glacier gives access to the peaks.
By the time conditions improved, we were out of time. The extra trip to and
from Jumla meant we had to be able to use every day from base camp to have a
hope of summiting. We would have had to put in a third camp before the final
few hundred metres. That wasn’t to be.

At camp 2 after the bad weather.
A couple of the team came up to help us evacuate the top two camps. Though
there was a strong temptation to bury the debris, we resisted and carried it
out. We really must leave the mountains clean and unlittered.

(Photo 16) The team, packing up to leave.
The return would take another ten days of so. We decided to take a slightly
longer route back via Lake Rara, the largest lake in Nepal. Whilst it is pretty,
it’s no better than any of the lakes and lochs of England and Scotland!

Spectacular peaks just under 6000m – our Plan B.
Before dropping down to Mugu, we passed a superb small chain of peaks which
I’d seen on Google Earth and on photos that other expeditions had taken, a
possible Plan B. With hindsight, we should have gone to Plan B having lost 8 days
or so because of the diversion to Jumla.

Mugu and the first phone contact for three weeks.
Retracing our steps was uneventful. The weather was noticeably colder but by
now very stable, as the monsoon was well behind us.

Preparing for the dwali festival – street market in Gamgadhi.
There are not many flights out of Jumla. We’d hoped to gain a day but in the
end had to wait out in the town. Time for tea and seeing the sights! Not much
to see really, except the man struggling to put up yet another electricity cable
across the main street; and a couple making bronze castings surrounded by a
crowd of onlookers.
Full throttle from Jumla.

The overnight bus back from Nepalgunj toward Kathmandu was even worse than
on the outward trip. We were on the back seat and shaken to pieces! Not a
place to be, given the potholes and a bus which did not seem to have suspension.

We were mightily glad to get off at 2:30am and to take a taxi to Ram’s home,
which he had invited us to on the way back.

Ram’s house in Chitwan – goats at the front; water buffalo and a cow at the
back.
We had a very restful couple of days before getting the minibus to complete
the journey back to the capital. We learnt a lot about how people live here –
they are mainly self sufficient. This lowland area close to the Indian border
manages three crops a year.

Rice harvest.

And so back home with Etihad via Abu Dhabi. It had been a fantastic trip to a
very remote area of Nepal. Very few tourists get to the area. We had hoped to
get to the top of a peak, but the lost days and bad weather ruled this out. The
organisation and logistics were absolutely first class! Many thanks to Saroj and
his team in the office, as well as Ram, Sonam, Hari, Pasang, Kumar and Pari
Richard Toon
If you are thinking of mountaineering in Nepal the following company is well
known to LMC members and highly recommended:
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